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To House Thixendale, who emerged
House Enrichment Day victorious!
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“I just wanted to say thank you for such a good day - it brought back memories of when I was at
Woldgate and the House competitions were a big part of the life of the school. The names then were
Aske (red) Frobisher (blue) Priestley (green) and the best one was Moore (yellow) this was my house.
The pupils I spoke to around school were certainly in a competitive spirit which was great to see.
After working at Woldgate for over 22 years it will be one
of the things that I will remember the most.”

Friday 17th March 2017
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Headteacher’s Welcome

would like to thank parents for their support with our first great House Enrichment Day. Taking a
whole school off-timetable is ambitious and therefore, it is a huge credit to Mr Trevaskiss, our House
Captains and my colleagues for making this day a success. I know that all of the House teams are
very grateful for the hard work of colleagues, pupils and students, who gave their time and support to
make this a great event. The pupil and student feedback we have received has also been overwhelmingly positive. Pupils enjoyed the day and are thriving on the recognition they are receiving through
our awarding of points for acts of great merit, character and value. Every school has a mission stateM r J B ritton
H
ment or motto, but few manage to ensure those words are lived into being and celebrated. I really do
think that we should feel proud that through all of our visits, activities and House events we invest the
time in celebrating those opportunities that enrich our curriculum and help our pupils to thrive, as they develop in
personality, character and intellect.
eadteacher

This week, our House assemblies have been a huge success and our pupils were especially keen to see if their House
had risen through the ranks. It was also a pleasure to award our first House Cup. Our next event will be our House
Sports Day and I know the team have already started work on preparation for this. I would like to thank parents for
the overwhelmingly positive feedback we have received and, as part of that feedback, we will, of course, also review
the timings of future events.
Last week, our ‘Walking Talking Examination’ sessions were also well attended. This was our second evening for
parents and Year 11 pupils which provided an opportunity to enter a formal examination setting and to look through
and attempt a sample paper with the Directors of Studies for English and Mathematics. The purpose was to help
our pupils in preparing for the examination and to provide all with an insight into the areas and techniques that are
important to achieving success in the examination. Such events can help parents to support their son or daughter in
preparing for the examination. Pupils and parents said the evening had proved valuable. From reviewing the initial
steps and priorities upon entering the examination hall, to addressing specific questions and understanding the
examination marking schemes – all of these elements help our young people to prepare. For parents who could not
attend due to work and home commitments, we are running a second session on the 22nd March at 6pm. I would,
therefore, encourage you to contact Mrs Wright by text, e-mail or telephone on 07790 351281 if you would like to
attend.
This week, we have also been running our Kickstart sessions which again provide tuition on preparing for examinations, developing techniques and confidence. These sessions in the past have received positive feedback from pupils
and, once again, colleagues have kindly given their time to run this programme
for our young people.
Pupils in Year 11 have also received a hardback book to record their revision
notes, post-it notes and other resources to help, along with the A2 revision
poster that allows pupils to schedule their revision. We hope these resources
are valuable and ask that pupils bring the revision book to school every day, as
teachers will ask pupils to use this on a regular basis as we draw closer to the
examinations.
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Do have a good weekend,

‘Everything you do should be worthy,
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Key Dates
2017

Headteacher’s
Award
Year 7

Spring Term

Joseph Wallis
Alice C arter

3th January - 16th February
27th February - 7th April

Year 8

Summer Term

Abby R amshaw
Safia Minion

24th April - 26th May
5th June - 21st July

Year 9

Parents’ Evenings

Natalie Mustard
Thomas Rishworth

Year 10
25th April 2017
Year 8
5th July 2017
Year 7
11th July 2017

Staff
Training Days
24th July 2017
25th July 2017

House Ranking

Year 10
Jake Nichol
Freya Borrie

Year 11

1

Thixendale

2

Kirby
Underdale

3

Millington
Dale

4

Warrendale

5

Great
Givendale

Jonny Child
Edward Curran

Attendance, Achievement &
Care Co-Ordinators

Mr S Butcher

Mrs C Wright

Mrs R Bourne

Lower School

Upper School

Sixth Form

07790 351283

07790 351281

07790 351276

24

Week s until the
NE W U NIFOR M

of great merit, character and value.’
Friday 17th March 2017
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LOWER SCHOOL

Mr Sloman Writes:

O
M r L S loman

Head of Lower School

ver the past few weeks, Lower School pupils have been receiving their Progress Reviews and
this week our Year 7 pupils will receive theirs. Progress Reviews are a termly summary of how
much progress each pupil is making in each of their subjects. They are produced to help both
our pupils and parents understand exactly how each of our pupils is getting on. All pupils now receive a
sticker summarising their progress in the year to date, which they stick in their Planners. They analyse
their Progress Reviews, noting down the progress they have made in the Subject Tracker pages of
their Planners. They also note down areas of strength and success, as well as setting themselves clear,
measurable and specific targets for the future.

In addition to understanding how much progress they are making, Progress Reviews also present our pupils with
a summary of their ‘Attitude to Learning’ in each subject. A pupil’s ‘Attitude to Learning’ score summarise a wide
range of attributes, effort and focus, with the highest possible score rated ‘Excellent (1)’. Attitude to Learning
encompasses all those skills and approaches that make accelerated progress possible, such as neat presentation of
work, self-motivation, independent learning, participation in lessons, response to teachers’ feedback and organisation. These attributes and skills, when employed by pupils regularly and consistently, ultimately lead to better than
expected levels of progress.
Throughout all subjects and lessons, teachers also expect and encourage high standards from all pupils and this
is reflected in the excellent Attitude to Learning scores our Lower School pupils have received in their Progress
Reviews. Their attitude to learning is further evident in their focus and motivation in class, together with their
inquisitiveness and eagerness to improve. Overall, pupils make exceptional progress when they are enjoying learning, which in turn feeds their enthusiasm and motivation in each subject. It is this enjoyment of learning which is
reflected in our pupils’ Progress Reviews. Well done to every pupil in Year 7, 8 and 9 and keep up the great work over
the next few months.
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UPPER SCHOOL

Ms Longstaff Writes:

L
M s A L ongstaff

Head of Upper School

ast week saw the first of our Walking/Talking Examinations evenings to support our Year 11 pupils
with their preparation for their English and mathematics GCSEs. It was lovely to see so many
parents attend with their child, even though they were clearly very apprehensive about what was
ahead of them during the evening. Our Directors of Study for English and Maths reinforced the exam
regulations and expectations of pupils within exam rooms to set the context for the evening which
proved valuable in reminding the parents how daunting it can be walking into an exam hall in absolute
silence.

During the course of the evening parents
and pupils were guided through a number of exam questions to explain the approach they should take, point
out any potentials for mistakes and clarifying some of
the terms used within the questions. One of the highlights for me was seeing some of our pupils explaining
an approach to a mathematical question to their parents
which showed they had a good grasp of the topic and
were confident enough to explain it to someone else.
If you were unable to attend last week we have another
evening planned for Wednesday 22nd March. Please
return your reply slip or let Mrs Wright know if you
haven’t already done so and would like to come with
your child.

Friday 17th March 2017
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Join us on Friday
24th to watch the
first part The BFG at
12:45pm in E3.
Everyone welcome!
Inspirational Maths
On Friday 10th March a group of our aspiring Year 11, 12 and 13 mathematicians watched the Maths Inspiration
lectures in Leeds. They were treated to three talks from speakers who use Maths in their careers in different ways.
The first was an interesting talk from Coralie Colmez who showed us how Maths had been used to convict people
of crimes, however there were crucial errors in the maths, which were often not discovered until after the suspects
had been convicted and spent years behind bars.
The second talk was a compilation of a number of mathematical facts and theorems presented by David Acheson
from Oxford University. One thing we learnt was why loop-the-loops in rollercoasters are not circular, the main
reason being that in order to stop you falling out at the top you would need to experience a crippling G-force at the
bottom of the loop.
The third talk, delivered by Colin Wright, was an incredible display of juggling and the maths behind the different
tricks that can be performed. It also gave us an insight into the wonders of Pascal’s triangle and the Fibonacci
sequence.
At the end there was an opportunity to ask the speakers some questions. Two interesting questions were submitted
by Nicki, Tom and Freja, whose efforts were rewarded with an Easter egg! Our pupils were excellent throughout the
day and I hope they have been given an insight into some of the exciting career paths they could take using maths.
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SIXTH FORM COLLEGE

Mrs Lawson Writes:

F
M rs K L awson

Head of S ixth Form

ollowing the mock exam results last week, it has been fascinating to speak to Year 12 and 13
students about their results and their action plan for the coming weeks. I have been very impressed
by the maturity demonstrated by many students, and their ability to reflect on what they have
achieved so far and what they still need to do. This part of the process is critical to students’ success,
and students should be proactive in creating a clear action plan and making the most of the extra
support available to them. Subject teachers are offering a wide range of formal and informal support,
including after-school and lunchtime support sessions. Tutors and pastoral staff are also on-hand to
provide advice and guidance whenever it is required.

A well-planned revision timetable will ensure students revise all of the content required, and build in time to practice applying their knowledge and understanding by completing plenty of past papers and practice questions. For
Year 13 students who are sitting subjects which have moved on to the new specification, it is vital that they allow
enough revision time to cover all of the content from the last two years of study.
Amongst all of this hard work, I would encourage our young people to build in time to relax, exercise and eat well;
to take care of themselves and to remember that they are working on a huge achievement in completing these
qualifications. It will be hard work, but it will be worth it.

Friday 17th March 2017
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Cashless Catering
Can we please remind all parents that we will be unable to accept cash at any of the till points.
Cashless catering accounts can be topped-up in three ways:
1.

Online using the Tucasi payments system (as currently used for school visits); please select the ‘School Meals’
option; this can be done at any time. If you have not previously used this system please contact the Finance
Office for a ‘link code’. Online payments can be accessed via the School website at www.woldgate.net

2.

By cash in school using the ‘Revaluation’ machine located outside the Food 4 Thought
Café. Instructions for use are printed on the front of the machine, however, staff
in the Finance Office will be available if further assistance is needed.

3.

By cheque; please write your child’s name and ‘school meals’ on the back, these should
be handed in at the Finance Office. Please be aware that as these need to be processed
manually, it can take up to 24 hours for the funds to be credited to the account.

It should be especially noted, as a standard procedure, that no pupil will be allowed to spend above the maximum daily spend allowance of £5.00. If a child attempts to spend above this amount they will be refused further
purchases, unless a parent has asked (in writing) for this amount to be exceeded.
The Free School Meal allowance is currently £2.60, this cannot be overridden at the till. However, if you would like
your child to spend more than this daily allowance you can choose to pay the excess by topping up their account, in
advance, using one of the above payment methods.
If you child uses the PIN system at the tills please stress to them the importance of keeping this PIN safe and
confidential.
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Woldgate School and Sixth Form College
92 Kilnwick Road
Pocklington
York
YO42 2LL
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If you require further information regarding the cashless catering system please contact our catering department
on 01759 302395.

A family of schools
with shared values

Woldgate School and Sixth Form College, an Academy, is part of the Wolds Learning Partnership, a charitable company limited by guarantee,
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